Your GATEFLIX is now

“600” days old.
Thanks for the overwhelming response as GATEFLIX have touched 1 lakh users. I am delighted with this overwhelming
response and wish to thank you all of you on this great achievement. This was not possible without love & support which
you as a student community have showered upon us. This journey was full of thrills, late night works, criticism by man
( for not delivering videos or test on time) but with all your wishes we were able to deliver the best we could. I am proud
to announce that now we have delivered all promises made to you. We have also taken thousands of feedbacks
(of course from you) and are constantly working on improvising on the same.
There were questions on people’s mind that how Gateflix will survive by providing subscription on such a low cost. But
with the Intent we had (to help the student community to perform well in any exam), we have successfully completed
the first 600 days & looking forward for the next 600 days with stupendous enthusiasm and wish your support to spread
this Nobel cause.

GATEFLIX is coming
up with its new Avatar
(GATEFLIX 2.0)
HOW GATEFLIX 2.0 IS DIFFERENT FROM THE CURRENT ONE:
.
.
.
.
.
.

Enhanced App & Website speed with improvised UI.
Downloadable e-book and Practice Book in PDF format.
Error free content.
More number of tests , videos & practice Questions.
New Videos where quality was an issue.
Monthly subscription model.

Note: All these will be free to existing users but the price for new users will increase from March 1st.We will start the
updates from Mid-February and We are targeting to finish the new updates latest by May 2021.
We also have plans to make this platform a lifelong teaching companion of yours and hence have plans to launch programs
like Coding ,Digital marketing (Basic & Advanced) , DATA science, Communication, Foreign languages like German ,
Spanish etc. to name a few which will help to build up your profile in future.
I wish to thank all of you who are recommending or have already recommended this affordable platform to your juniors,
friends & Relatives. I am sure you will appreciate our effort and intent to reach this point and are even more charged up
to serve you better.
In case you wish to be part of our success journey yourself or wish to recommend a great teacher to teach on Gateflix or
if you just wish to suggest us anything please write to me(Click on below button)

Connect with me
Happy news for you: As you are a part of GATEFLIX revolution already and wish to renew/buy another course , You can
do so with the coupon code (FEB50) and avail a 50% discount on the subscription. This code is only for one user and is
valid till Next 72 hrs.

Regards

Rohan Garg

(FOUNDER - GATEFLIX)

